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YURIKO SAITO

The Aesthetics of Unscenic Nature

I. ADVOCATES
CHALLENGED

FOR THE SCENICALLY
PARTS OF NATURE

Revolution in the aesthetics of nature often
takes place when people start appreciatingthe
parts of nature formerly regarded as aesthetically negative. One such example is the change
in the aesthetics of mountains which occurred
duringthe early eighteenthcentury.We are witnessing anotherrevolutionin this countrywhich
started a century ago. Its primarypurpose is to
overcome the pictorial appreciationof the natural environment, a legacy left by the picturesque aesthetics established during the latter
half of the eighteenth century.The picturesque
emphasis on vision as the vehicle for appreciating the naturalenvironmenthas led us to regard
nature as a series of scenes consisting of twodimensionaldesigns.This approachto naturehas
also encouraged us to look for and appreciate
primarily the scenically interesting and beauti-

ful partsof our naturalenvironment.As a result,
those environmentsdevoid of effective pictorial
composition, excitement, or amusement(thatis,
those not worthy of being representedin a picture)are consideredlacking in aestheticvalues.1
Consider, for example, John Muir's experience of encounteringtwo artists on Mt. Ritterin
the High Sierras.Muircomplains thatthey were
satisfied only with a few scenic spots affording
spectacular, startling views. However, other
parts that attracted Muir, such as the autumn
colors of the surroundingmeadows and bogs,
were "sadly disappointing" to the artists because they did not make "effective pictures."2
Half a century later, Aldo Leopold echoes
Muir'scomplaint. "Concernedfor the most part
with show pieces," Leopold claims, we are
"willing to be herded through 'scenic' places"
and "find mountains grand if they be proper
mountains with waterfalls, cliffs, and lakes."
Because we expect to be entertained by the

grand, amusing,and spectacularparts of nature
(such as in nationalparks),we find the Kansas
plains "tedious" and the prairies of Iowa and
southern Wisconsin boring. Against such a
common tendency,Leopold reminds us that "in
country,as in people, a plain exterioroften conceals hidden riches,"and urges us to develop the
aesthetic sensitivity to penetratethe "plain"exteriorto reach the hidden riches.3
The same sentiment is expressed by a contemporarypainter,Alan Gussow.While not objecting to the popularappreciationof the "crown
jewels" in the National Parksystem, he calls for
"the cultivation of an ability to see beauty in
more modest, less aggressive settings," such as
tidal wetlands and wildlife habitats.According
to Gussow, their beauty is primarilybased upon
healthand sustainabilityand is more subtle, less
visible, than the grandiose splendor of the
GrandCanyon, Yellowstone,or Mt. Rainier.4
Holmes RolstonIII, a contemporarywriteron
environmentalethics, reiteratesthis concern for
the common inclination to depreciatethe scenically challenged parts of nature. In defending
the positive aesthetic value of a rottencarcass of
an elk full of maggots (not our typical example
of scenic beauty), he advises against our tendency to look for prettyobjects and picturesque
scenes fit for a postcard. 'At the beginning,"
Rolstonclaims, "we searchfor somethingpretty
or colorful, for scenic beauty, for the picturesque.Landscapesregularlyprovidethat,but
when they do not, we must not think that they
have no aesthetic properties."'5
In his recent writings on nature aesthetics,
Allen Carlson also challenges the pictorial approachto nature.According to Carlson, considering natureas a series of landscapepaintings is
inappropriate,simply because that is not what
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natureis. This landscapemodel for appreciating
nature"requiresus to view the environmentas if
it were a staticrepresentationwhich is essentially
'two dimensional.'It requiresthe reductionof the
environmentto a scene or view." Experiencing
nature as a static, representational,two-dimensional scene, however,"undulylimits our appreciation ..., it also misleads it."6 Carlson claims
thatwith a properapproach(to be specified later),
even pictoriallychallengednaturalobjects would
appear aesthetically positive, confirmed by the
change of people's attitudes regarding mountains,jungles, insects, and reptiles.7
II. WHY ADVOCATE

POSITIVE AESTHETIC

VALUE FOR THE SCENICALLY

CHALLENGED?

The writerscited above are in agreementin criticizing the pictorial appreciationof natureand
sharea generalconcern over the scenically challenged aspects of nature.But why is it important
to overcome our tendency toward scenic appreciation? Because such a mode of appreciation
neglects the scenically challenged, and our experience of those pictorially enjoyable objects
may be limited or misguided? But that is begging the question. Why can we not just enjoy
what appeals to us and forget about the boring
landscapes and the dead animals with a putrid
smell and maggots crawling all over them? As
Carlson himself points out (though he does not
accept), "we can, of course, approachnatureas
we sometimes approachart, thatis, we can simply enjoy its forms and colors or enjoy perceiving it howeverwe may happento."8Why not then
relax andjust enjoy similarthings in nature?
Carlson's own response is, for the most part,
based upon a cognitive argument. He claims
that "if we are to make aesthetic judgments
which are likely to be true,"that is, judgments
which avoid both "aestheticomissions and aesthetic deception,"9we must interpretand appreciate the naturalobject in its correct scientific
category,ratherthan as pictorialdesign. Rolston
at times also invokes this type of cognitive reasoning: "To try to understand the beauty of
wildness with a resourcemodel or with pictorial
criteriais inevitably to misunderstandit," making these experiencesexamples of "dreadfulcategory mistakes."'10
However, this argumentalone will not show
how and why this cognitive considerationshould

outweigh other considerations, such as maximum enjoyment, amusement, and entertainment accompanying the (inappropriate) aesthetic appreciation.In the case of art, the most
enjoyableexperiencemay not alwayscorrespond
to the most correctappreciationrootedin the appropriate art-historical knowledge. Appreciating a representationalpainting as a nonrepresentational design may make the experience
more pleasant by simply avoiding the sometimes long, arduoustask of determiningits symbolic content and allusions. Furthermore,an incorrect interpretationmay renderthe otherwise
"grating,cliche-ridden, pedestrian"object "exOr,
citing, ingenious,"hence a "masterpiece."1'1
reading a literary work with "deliberateanachronism and the erroneous attribution"may
"fill the most placid works with adventure."'12
Similarly, one could argue that an incorrect
interpretationmay render our aesthetic experience of the naturalobject more enjoyable. The
longevity and popularityof the pictorial appreciation may indicate the attractiveness of its
(presumably improper) approach, most likely
because very little work is demandedof us. Furthermore, an ordinary oak tree in front of my
house may look much more exciting, amusing,
and interesting when viewed as a maple tree. It
is true that the qualities of novelty and uniqueness, when applied to my oak tree as a maple
tree, are "mistaken"and "incorrect."However,
in the absence of other constraints,these cognitive concernsby themselvesdo not overcomethe
challenge of entertainmentseekers who pursue
any way (no matterhow misguidedor incorrect)
of getting their aesthetic kicks, so to speak.
I think that what is needed for advocatingthe
appropriateappreciationis a moral consideration. Let us first examine the reasonwhy it is inappropriateto experience a work of art incorrectly, even when doing so would provide the
utmost enjoyment and entertainment. Our refusal to experience an art object on its own
terms, that is, within its own historical and cultural context as well as by reference to the
artist's intention, indicates our unwillingness to
put aside (at least to a certain extent) our own
agenda, whether it be an ethnocentricor a present-mindedperspective or the pursuitfor easy
pleasure and entertainment.As JohnDewey reminds us, the moralfunction of art is "toremove
prejudice,do away with the scales that keep the
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eye from seeing, tear away the veils due to wont
and custom, [and] perfect the power to perceive." Art invites us to visit an often unfamiliar
and sometimes uncomfortableworld createdby
the artist, encouragingus to "enter... into other
forms of relationshipand participationthan our
own.'13 Granted, our journey may prove to be
disappointing and our willingness not adequately rewardedbecause of the poor quality of
the artwork.However,such a possibility should
not discourageus from approachingeach art object with due respect, to give it a chance.
Similarly, in the case of nature,our effort at
understandingits origin, structure,and function
correctly indicates our willingness to recognize
its own reality quite apart from us and to suspend our exclusive pursuitfor entertainmentin
nature.Insteadof imposing our own standardof
aesthetic value (such as pictorialcoherence),we
are willing to acknowledge and appreciatethe
diverse ways in which nature speaks, though
some may not be clearly comprehensibleat first.
While Rolston, like Carlson, does invoke the
cognitive argument,he also arguesfor the moral
importance of the correct appreciation of nature. To demand that nature please us pictorially is to treatit "asthough it were materialto be
harvestedfor a picturepostcard."But "environmental ethics stretchesout from our individualistic, self-centeredperspectives into a consideration of systemic beauty."As a result,"we ought
not to tourGlacierNational Parkinterestedonly
in a view,"thinking"asthoughthe partsof nature
thatcannotserve us oughtat least to please us.'14
The ultimate reason for aesthetically appreciating the scenically challengedis the moralimportance of overcomingour perceptionof natureas
(visual) resourcesto be used for ourenjoyment.
Leopold is even more specific and explicit
about the moral reason for advocating the aesthetic appreciationof the underappreciated
parts
of nature.He worries that 'American conservation is ... still concerned for the most part with
show pieces" and that "we have not yet learned
to think in terms of small cogs and wheels."
These parts are often unscenic, like the flora
and faunaof a prairie,but necessary for sustaining the working of the naturalenvironment.But
the knowledge concerning these cogs and
wheels mustbe supplementedby "arefined taste
in naturalobjects."Such a refined taste presupposes perceptioninformedby relevantscientific
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facts, not merely what meets the untutoredeye,
because "muchof the damage inflicted on land
is quite invisible to laymen."'15With such a perception, Leopold hopes that we will come to
have an aesthetic appreciationof these unscenic
parts, providing a step toward developing an
ecologically responsible attitudetowardnature.
I do not think we shouldgive an overly moralistic account of appropriatelyappreciatingnature by indiscriminatelycondemning the pictorial appreciationof it. Nature appreciation,just
like art appreciation,must begin somewhere,as
acknowledgedby Leopold himself: "ourability
to perceive quality in nature begins, as in art,
I take the moraldimensionof
with the pretty."'16
natureappreciationdescribedin this section to
indicate the direction for guiding our education
in natureaesthetics.
III. HOW TO APPRECIATE

THE SCENICALLY

CHALLENGED

The previousdiscussion addressesthe "why"of
the aesthetics of the scenically challenged. I
would now like to inquire about "how"we can
account for the positive aesthetic value of the
pictoriallyunsatisfactoryparts of nature.
Let us first consider the remedy offered by
Rolston to cure our pictorialappreciationof nature. According to him, the presumed negative
aesthetic value of the dead elk with maggots
stems from isolating these objects from a larger
context.
Everyitemmustbe seen not in framedisolationbut
framedby its environment,
andthisframein turnbecomespartof thebiggerpictureswe haveto appreciate-not a "frame"
buta dramaticplay.17
We should view a naturalobject or phenomenon
in its own largercontext, whetherspatialor temporal, so that we understandthe role it plays in
the dramaof the life cycle or in the sustenance
of an ecosystem. In short, "oneshould thrillover
ecosystems, at the production of which Nature
seldom fails." One consequence of this view is
that "nature's landscapes almost without fail

have an essential beauty."18
I find several problems with this proposal,
however. First, the emphasis on a larger frame
of the whole ecosystem (in which a carcass and
maggots take part) makes unclear what exactly
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the aesthetic object is. Is it the entire ecosystem
or an individualobject (like the carcass)? If this
seemingly ugly part is "only a still shot in an ongoing motionpicture,"a piece of ajigsaw puzzle,
or a player in the drama of "a dynamic evolutionary ecosystem,'9 is not the aesthetic object
the entire motion picture, the jigsaw puzzle, or
the ecosystem, but not the carcass and maggots?
If so, even if we agree that the whole is aesthetically positive, it does not follow that the beauty
of the whole implies the beauty of its parts.
One could respond that, indeed, the aesthetic
object in natureis not individual pieces but always the whole ecosystem constituted by individual pieces. However, this response creates
further problems. First, if, as Rolston claims
(and other scientists seem to agree), the particular ecosystem that contains the elk carcass and
maggots "in turnbecomes partof the bigger picture we have to appreciate,"then the ultimate
object of appreciationis not even a local environment surroundingthese objects but rathera
global environment.20Then, if we ought to appreciate nature as a large frame, this position
leads to a counterintuitiveconsequence that the
only legitimate object for our aesthetic experience of natureis the global ecosphere.
Second, even if we agree that there is beauty
in an ecosystem (due to its harmony,unity, and
interdependenceof parts) it is a highly conceptual one, experiencedby most of us throughverbal descriptions or a diagram. Unless we are
field ecologists observing its many members
and their behavior for a long period of time,
such beauty is beyond our ordinary perceptual
experience. On the other hand, a rotten carcass
and maggots are easily accessible to our perception. By stressing the aesthetic value of the
whole ecosystem, the actual perceptualexperience of the individual object seems to become
unimportant.In fact, if the beauty of an ecosystem determines the beauty of each of its members, the positive aesthetic value of each of its
membersis predetermined,renderingour actual
experience of their colors, shapes, smells, textures, and movementsirrelevant.
But we must stress that the aesthetic value of
the elk with maggots is not simply our conceptual understandingof its role in the ecosystem,
but the way in which its varioussensory qualities
illustrate or express their important role. The
dramaof life, struggle, and the transienceof ex-
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istence must be presentedin the visual composition, as well as in the smell and textureof the decaying animal carcass and the movements of
maggots. Our conceptual understandingof the
workingof the whole ecosystem triggeredby our
perceptionof the carcass and maggots has to be
broughtback to these individualobjects at hand.
In this sense, I agree with Carlson's account
of how scientific referenceilluminatesnaturein
terms of the story it tells about it. The importance of scientific knowledge in the appropriate
aesthetic appreciationof naturehas been repeatedly stressedin Carlson'swritings.Accordingto
him, just as proper appreciation of art must
begin with the correct art-historicalunderstanding of the object, the appropriateappreciationof
naturemust also be based upon correctinformation regardingit. This informationmust be supplied by natureitself, irrespectiveof our own associations, because "natureis natural-not our
creation,"implying that"we can discoverthings
about them which are independent of any involvement by us in their creation."'21
Scientific
knowledge about a naturalobject's own structure, history, and function will facilitate the
most correct and rewarding appreciation by
suggesting the best approachto each of the diverse environments. Furthermore,each scientific story "illuminates nature as ordered-either by making its ordervisible and intelligible
or by imposing an orderon it."22
Specifically, we see andfeel the dramaof the
life cycle in the motionless elk carcass (in contrast to its dignified movement we have witnessed or can imagine) exuding the texture and
smell of decay, along with the incessant movements of maggots as if to symbolize the unglamorous, yet crucial work crew behind the scene.
With Muir, we admire the way in which "nature'spoems [are]carvedon tables of stones"of
Mt. Ritter, and we enjoy "reading the records
she has carvedon the rocks."23And, as Leopold
describes, the aesthetic value of cranes is embodied in their call, capturableonly "with the
slow unraveling of earthly history," symbolizing "a paleontological patent of nobility."24
Training in "naturestudy,"in particularevolution and ecology, will "promoteperception,"not
simply of the sensuous surfaceof nature,but the
way in which its origins, functions, and mechanisms are disclosed and manifested externally.
Though "invisible and incomprehensible" at
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first, the appropriate scientific knowledge
brings"achange in the mentaleye," enabling us
to decipherand appreciatethe "marsh-landchorus,""the song of a river,""the speech of hills,"
which is "a vast pulsing harmony-its score inscribed on a thousand hills, its notes the lives
and deaths of plants and animals, its rhythms
spanning the seconds and the centuries," and
"the incredible intricacies of the plant and animal community-the intrinsicbeauty of the organism called America."25
What is importantin all these descriptionsof
nature appreciation is that (1) these appreciations are anchoredin the scientific understanding of the objects' origin, history, and function,
but (2) such scientific understandingis incorporated insofar as it illuminates the sensuous surface of the immediate object. I believe that the
aesthetic appreciationhas to begin and end with
the sensuous, though the sensuous can be, and
often is, modified or adjustedby the conceptual.
Leopold reflects upon the primacyof the sensuous in his natureappreciationthus: "my earliest
impressions of wildlife and its pursuitretain a
vivid sharpnessof form, color, and atmosphere
that half a century of professional wildlife experience has failed to obliterate or to improve
upon."26
If we consider the aesthetic appreciationof
natureas appreciatingthe way in which nature
tells its own story throughits sensuousqualities,
we can account for the asymmetry between art
and nature in terms of their aesthetic values.
When we experience a work of art, even if we
heed Dewey's advice and make an effort to meet
the object on its own terms, the object may not
reward us for our effort and willingness in the
following two ways. First, if for the momentwe
construeart as a storyteller,it may disappointus
because the story it tells, no matter how brilliantly narrated, may simply be too repulsive
and abhorrent.For example, it would be difficult to have a pure aesthetic appreciationof a
work of art which celebratesthe Third Reich or
which glorifies rape and child abuse.27
Conversely,even if we do not have any objection to the story told by an art object, it may be
related to us so ineffectively that we may not
find any aesthetic value in the object. We criticize those objects as poor, or failed, works of
art. Thus, with respect to art, there are ways in
which aesthetic values are considered lacking,

even with our utmosteffort to supply the necessary frameworkand context.
However, the above considerations do not
apply to our aesthetic appreciation of nature,
making it plausible that every part of natureis
aestheticallypositive. Because natureis amoral,
it would not make sense to consider some of its
stories (about its origin, structure,and ecological function) to be morally objectionableor unacceptable.28Moreover,I cannot think of any
stories of naturewhich are uninterestingor trivial. As Leopold rhetoricallystates, "theweeds in
a city lot convey the same lesson as the redwoods."29The accountof how maggots are constructed to break down animal meat for food
and how their role is vital to the functioning of
the entire ecosystem is as fascinating as how the
GrandCanyonhas been formed over the millennia. No matterhow seemingly insignificant, uninteresting, or repulsive at first sight, natural
history and ecological sciences reveal the marvelous works of every part of nature.
Furthermore,while theremay be differentdegrees of nature'sskill in storytelling, none of its
parts are mute. Simply by virtue of exhibiting
variousperceptualfeatures,they all bearwitness
to their own origin, structure, and function,
which we articulateverballyin our scientific accounts. Indeed, scientific discourse exists because of nature'sobservable characteristics.In
this sense, I agree with Carlson'sobservation:
All of naturenecessarilyrevealsthenaturalorder.Alin
thoughit maybe easierto perceiveandunderstand
some cases morethanin others,it is yet presentin
everycaseandcanbe appreciated
onceourawareness
andunderstanding
of theforceswhichproduceit and
the storywhichilluminatesit are adequatelydeveloped.Inthissenseall natureis equallyappreciable.30
Perhaps I can restate this passage as follows:
everypartof natureis aestheticallypositivefor its
storytellingpower.In our aestheticappreciation,
we are backtrackingthe scientific story to the
sensuous,as it were,becausethe sensuousis what
suggeststhe scientific accountin the first place.
IV. IS EVERYTHING
AESTHETICALLY

IN NATURE

APPRECIABLE?

However,is all of naturereally aesthetically appreciable?Let us reflect upon our everydayex-
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perience. One might say that even if we try to
bringourselvesto listen to nature'sstories, some
things in nature are so repulsive, annoying, or
unattractivethat we cannot bring ourselves to
appreciate the positive aesthetic value of their
storytelling. Fleas, flies, cockroaches,and mosquitoes, no matterhow interestingtheir anatomical structuresand ecological roles may be, are
simply pesky-only an entomologist will be
able to take an objective stand toward them.
Bats, snakes, slugs, worms, centipedes, and spiders simply give us the creeps and cause us to
shudder. Dandelions, crabgrass, and "weeds"
are eyesores. Our negative reaction to these
things outweighs their positive aesthetic value
of embodying their interestinglife story.
Several responses can be given to this objection. One is to point out that some of our negative responses may be due to not experiencing
the object in its own environment.We condemn
dandelions and other"weeds"when they appear
on our meticulously maintained lawn or golf
course.31They may not necessarily be depreciated when they appearon a wild meadow.Similarly, I may deplore a snake when it slithers
across my basement floor, but my reaction will
probablybe less negative if it glides across the
forest floor-it is integral to my experience of
the woods.
Furthermore,part of our negative reaction to
these things may be due to some sort of cultural
conditioning. Snakes symbolize evil in the
West. Bats, being black and nocturnal,are also
associated with darkness and evil. The definition of whatcounts as a "weed"also seems to be
culturally and historically relative.32 Young
children are generally fascinated with slimy
creatures and creepy crawlers. Only later do
they develop a squeamishattitudetowardthem.
It seems possible that some of our negative responses toward these things can be overcome
with unlearning or distancing ourselves from
these associations and cultural suppositions.
Something like the scientific, objective standpoint may help free us from whateveris impeding our appreciation of the positive aesthetic
value of these objects.33
One might also point out that this notion of
distancing can help us overcome some of our
negative reaction based upon our practicalconcerns. For example, we feel negatively toward
many of these pesky creatures because they
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sometimes cause healthhazards.Bats may carry
rabies, flies and mosquitoes various diseases,
and some snakes and spidersare poisonous. We
also fear for our safety when we are confronted
by other creatures with overpowering might
and/or huge size, such as sharks, lions, and
bears. However, if we can bracketour concern
for our safety, we can attain enough composure
to observe and appreciatethe aesthetic value of
these dangerous creatures. Such distancing is
often made possible by insertion of a physical
barrierbetween us and them: a glass window,
moat, or metal bars. It can also be achieved by
making them into specimens. Part of the attraction of a setting like a zoo or an aquariumis to
be able to come face to face with those dangerous creatureswith a safe distance, both physically and psychologically,which is not possible
if we encounterthem in the wild.
However,while affording us sufficient space
to allow our aesthetic appreciationto take place,
such distancing exacts a hefty price. For one,
our experience will miss some of the object's
sensory qualities (such as an animal's movements, if it is confined or madeinto a specimen).
In addition, we are depriving it of its own surroundings, which are essential in determining
its aesthetic qualities. As Carlson points out, a
naturalobject has an integral relationshipto its
own environment, unlike many artworks for
which "neitherthe environmentof theircreation
nor the environmentof their display are aesthetically relevant."34The same sound expressing
the majestic dignity of a lion's roarheard in the
wild may be transformedinto a pitiful cry when
heardfrom a lion in captivity.35
However,by far the most costly price we pay
for artifactualizingnaturein these museum-like
settings is that it predisposes us to be a distant
spectatorinstead of an active participantin nature appreciation. Our attempt to exorcise nature's threateningaspect throughmaking it an
object of contemplationdeprives us of experiencing how nature affects our entire being directly. Here I am relying on the view developed
by Arnold Berleant, which characterizes aesthetic experienceas engagementratherthan distancing. Accordingto Berleant,contemplatinga
naturalobject with a distancedand disinterested
attitudewould lead us to isolate and framea natural object apartfrom its impact on us. But this
compromisesour aestheticexperienceof nature,
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he argues, because "much,perhapsmost, of our
appreciative experience of nature exceeds the
limits of a contemplative object and refuses to
be constrained within discrete boundaries."36
Specifically, the feeling of awe in the face of our
own powerlessness and fragility cannot be captured by our attempt to objectify, contain, and
control nature.But, being a direct effect of our
encounterand engagementwith the object, such
a feeling should be integral to our appreciation
of a dangerousnaturalobject. In short, distancing presentsa dilemma:some distancing is necessary for making our aesthetic appreciationof
dangerous objects in nature possible, but too
much distancing will depriveus of the opportunity to have a fully engaging aesthetic appreciation of them.37
This paradoxbecomes even more acute with
respect to so-called naturaldisastersof massive
scale and power, such as a hurricane, earthquake, tornado,avalanche,tidal wave, volcanic
eruption, flood, and the like. Though I cannot
judge a priori,the imminentand dramaticmanner in which these phenomenaencompass and
threatenour existence makes it extremely difficult and challenging to aesthetically appreciate
their sublimity. How many of us can have an
aesthetic appreciationif we are actually in the
midst of a tornadoor facing the flow of lava approachingus?38
Severalsuggestions can be made to enable the
aesthetic appreciation even of these natural
calamities, but I remaindoubtfulas to their success and desirability.The first strategy is to induce psychical distancing by viewing a natural
disaster from afar (such as through binoculars
or from an airplane).We can also experiencethe
thrill and awesome sublimity of this nature's
dramaby watching it on television or on a movie
screen.
However,the aesthetic price we pay by such
distancing is even more clear here than in the
case of dangerous animals. Appreciating the
view of a tornadoor volcanic eruptionis different from appreciating these phenomena from
within. As Berleantremindsus, "perceivingenvironment from within, as it were, looking not
at it but being in it, nature... is transformedinto
a realm in which we live as participants,not observers."39The view of a mountain, as a part of
a landscape, is experienced primarilyvisually,
while its appreciation from inside would en-
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velop and affect our entire body. Similarly, the
vicarious experience of a natural disaster
through distant viewing will leave us relatively
untouched:we remain spectatorsof this natural
drama.The actualexperience of naturalcalamities, however, affects our whole being through
the unnervingshakingof the ground,the shower
of volcanic rocks and ashes raining on us, or the
roar and vibrationof the wall of moving snow.
Furthermore,the painful awareness of our vulnerability and fragility, experienced immediately by our being situatedin the midst of these
naturalevents, is essential in our aesthetic experienceof them (if we can manageto have such an
aesthetic experience,that is).40
At this point, one may propose another way
in which these naturaldisastersare to be appreciated aesthetically.It has to do with a conceptual maneuveron our partto recognize and transcend the anthropocentrismimplied in the fear
we experiencewith these phenomena.Consider,
for example, the following point made by JeanPaul Sartre (althoughhe is not making an aesthetic claim here):
Manis theonly beingby whoma destructioncanbe
A geologicalplication,a stormdo not
accomplished.
destroy-at least they do not destroydirectly;they
merelymodifythe distribution
of massesof beings.
Thereis no less afterthe stormthanbefore.4'
That is, the effects of these naturaldisasters are
in themselves neutral.The negative reaction we
hold towardthem is wholly dependentupon our
all-too-human perspective. Nature itself works
in a way that is totally indifferentto human requirements.
This trans-humanperspective is also shared
by Satish Kumar,who explains the Indianworld
view:
If somethingis natural,thenit is beautiful.In India,
even a thorn,or a worm,even an earthquakeis sacred, because somethingis happeningwhere the
earthis maintainingitself,correctingitself,balancing itself.42

An earthquakeis simply the earth'sway of indicating the collision, tear, or push and shove of
its plates. A volcanic eruption illustrates the
way in which hot magma squeezes upward
througha fissure in the earth'scrust. Otherme-
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teorological phenomena also have explainable
causes, making them comprehensible. In the
large global scheme of things, they become the
necessary parts of the earth's functioning. Just
as a seemingly ugly object such as an animal
carcass gets aesthetically justified by reference
to a largerframe, these naturaldevastationsbecome justified because they have their own
place in the largerframe.
However,I find problems in locating natural
disasters within this trans-humanperspective.
On the one hand, adoptingthe trans-humanperspective andjustifying the aesthetic value of socalled naturaldisastersfrom such a viewpoint is
vested with an all-too-human interest. This
claim may sound paradoxicalbecause the conceptual maneuver under consideration denies
our own well-being to be the primaryconcern.
However,it can be argued that this strategy reflects an underlyingassumptionthateveryaspect
of nature, even those threatening and overwhelming parts, is within our conceptual capture and grasp. Berleant's critique of the Kantian sublime helps illuminate the present issue.
The source of pleasure in our experience of the
sublime, both the overwhelming and endangering aspects of nature,according to Kant, is our
recognition of the ultimate supremacy of our
conceptualcapacities. Here,Berleantpoints out,
"the convenient Cartesianism of the Western
traditioncomes to the rescue, saving us from the
terrorof overwhelmingmagnitudeand might in
natureby the purposive orderof thought."But,
he continues, "that ploy is ... no longer avail-

able," because "naturewill not stay within its
prescribedlimits but breaks out to engulf us";
that is, "we can no longer ... contain the natural

world within the constructions of the mind."43
Though initially appearingto be a total abandonmentof the human-orientedperspective,the
Indianview explained and embracedby Kumar
can thus be interpretedas an effort to contain
and grasp these naturalevents within a human
conceptualscheme.
On the other hand, there is a sense in which
this conceptual maneuveris too alienated from
human sensibilities. Recall our discussion in
section III. In it we emphasized the primacy of
the perceptualqualities of a dead elk in our aesthetic experience while recognizing the relevance and necessity of referringthose qualities
to a largerframe (ecosystem). The possibility of
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this integration of the conceptual and the perceptual presupposes that the carcass's story is
told in a mannerwhich induces sufficient composure on our part to be able to listen to it.
In the case of naturaldisasters which overpower and overwhelm us, however, though the
earth is speaking to us about its working
through its movement and meteorological phenomena, the story may be told too dramatically
and powerfully for us to listen, comprehend,
and appreciate.Theoreticallywe should be able
to appreciate the way in which these natural
phenomena express the earth's workings by
transcendingour worldly worry about their effects on us. But I am not sure whetherit is psychologically possible to adopt such a thoroughgoing nonanthropocentricstandpoint while we
are in the midst of actual experience. After all,
we are dealing with our aesthetic experience,
which is supported by our own unique set of
sensory apparatus,propensity, limitation, and
concerns. We are not concernedwith a possible
aesthetic experience of a super-humanbeing
who can have a global and extremelylong-range
overview in which to place various naturaldisasters and whose attitude toward its own existence differs from ours.44
Furthermore,this aesthetic appreciationof a
naturaldisaster without regardto its impact on
humans, even if possible, conflicts with moral
concerns, if my claim in section II is correct
(thatthe requirementof appropriatelyappreciating natureis ultimately based upon moral considerations).That is, if I ought to find a positive
aesthetic value in these natural phenomena
which are harmful to my existence by adopting
this super-humanviewpoint, this implies that I
bracketthe calamitous effects which they have
not only upon myself but also upon others:
death, injury,and damage to their possessions.
We do not make a negative moraljudgment on
natural disasters themselves because they are
not created by a moral agent, unlike the mushroom cloud over Hiroshima.However,the same
moral considerationsthat question the appropriateness of our aesthetic appreciation of the
mushroomcloud, I believe, are also applicable
to the possible aesthetic experience of natural
disasterswhich cause people to suffer.
One could question whetherthere is any difference between the suffering and death of an
elk and the suffering and death of people who
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are victims of some naturaldisaster.If the former
can be a source of aesthetic appreciationwhen
referredto a larger context, why not the latter?
Are we guilty of what Peter Singer would call
"speciesism"by treatinghumansufferingdifferent from animals' suffering simply because of
the differencein the species membership?45
I believe in a way we are. Whetherdesirable
or undesirable,wise or unwise, our human-oriented moral sentiments do dictate that we not
derive pleasure (including aesthetic pleasure)
from other humans' misery, even if it is caused
by naturetaking its course. SatishKumarclaims,
regarding an earthquake, that "there might be
some pain, some suffering,some difficulties for
human beings, but if you look at the earth as a
whole, all naturalphenomenahavetheirplace."46
I would have to claim the contrary:althoughall
natural phenomena have their place, their potential aesthetic value is held in check or is overridden by our moral concern for the pain, suffering, and difficulties that these phenomena
cause for humanbeings.
In conclusion, then, I take exception to the
claim that everything in nature is aesthetically
appreciable. Some phenomena in nature overwhelm us with their endangeringaspects, making it very difficult, if not impossible, for us to
have enough distance, physical and/or conceptual, to listen to and aesthetically appreciate
their story. Furthermore,even if we are able to
do so, I question the moral appropriatenessof
doing so. As long as we are talking about our
aesthetic experience based upon our all-toohuman sentiments, capacities, limitations, and
concerns (moral concerns in particular), not
everything in naturecan or should be appreciated aesthetically.47
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